Asymptotic bounds for the number of convex n-ominoes  by Klarner, David A. & Rivest, Ronald L.
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where the index of summation extends over all k-tupks ltq , . . . . ak ) of 
natural numbers for k = 1, . . . . )t with aa = a and al + . . . +uk = n. It was 
shown that if 
w%xtL C is a LXNI~CNH in the s-plane which includes s = 0 and the singular- 
ities of !+-_I l/s’) but excludes the singularities of 8(.x. s). The theory of 
(UN runs guakl to that of the f A- -wPdholm integral equation. in particular, 
if F(.u, ?_I) has the special form 
we say J ts s~~~ru~l~~, and it turns out that ( 10) can be converted into a 
system of I equations linear in t unknown functions. The system can be 
solved and the solution yields a formula for B(x. _a). We shall give an ex- 
ample of this later on. 
If F is not separable, we can still get information about B by approxi- 
matmg F with something that is separable. Supp~stt 
and k(m, ~-1) <_ j(nz, n’s, fc.r all nz, n, then we say K is c3 ZOMVT bomd on J? 
awl ~ppt*r Kound on F is defitled analogously. If K is separable, we may 
It is :F;nirly alas)- tcr show that :hc numba of’+ceiled parallulupms with 
L%tctZy k TOW i=f cells having exrrcti:r; L:J~ _ .Y~.!s in the it’h row for i = I , ..,. 
A is i 








e.w _ -..- -. . _ Y.““-.“.. . _-__---a. ._-.N”...- -w-.. 
4s ,k Id& .-. a--.- -- -. em. - 
I 1 .mn.m’~ X414213S6 
2 ,'.MW? :, 1.33578290 
3 2.308S~LJ8 Z.3143S6M 
4 2.30913t72 2.3ttY23SW 
S 2.30913859 2.3im4311 
6 2.30913859 2.30917790 
7 2.309\3$39 2.30914398 
8 5.309138!w 2.30913998 
9 2.309138S9 2.30913fJ85 
IQ 2.30913859 2.30913864 
_I_._-..s.-- --me 
Fork: = 1.2,..., we define upper bounds f-& (m, n) far f(m,rt I= 
min im. n) as for&Mm: 
z w X2Y xk+I yk 
-.-me ._.“. .___ .__ - -__-_L -. .,. ..-__.- 
d 1 --x)2( t -J) ( I .-x)2 (I -3)” 
is an upper bounci for F; furthermore, note that Fk is separable. 
Let Bk denote the solution of ( 10 j with Fk substituted for F. ‘7hen 
where 
Thus H” 15 ;t ratlonal function whose num<rata- Xk arid dttnomin;rtor 
I), we know how 10 compute because they are defined in tams of 
I’, l ..I Pk and Q1 , . . . . l& which we know how to compute. Let & denote 
thy large:;t real root of II, ( 1 ‘x 1, then we know 
and fll > &, ? . . . ; . * ‘1. Thus we can calculate upper bounds for #I$, flz I .-. 
to obtain suxessively better upper bounds for ‘y. 
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